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PLANTS, FIVE CENTS EACH
Mlien One Dollars' Worth is Oidred at One Time.

M o

-Your- Choice of Twenty Plants,

eFOR1 ONE DLLAR
Post-paid to any part of Canada, wel packed in Moss.

Families eau clubitogether and order just what they want, as they must be pack.
ed in a compact and not very large parcel. Small plants are always sent which
should be put into very snall pots at first, and when too large for the small pot,
shift into a larger one. Any one getting up a club will receive a nice plant to.com-
pensate themn for their trouble.

Should I be out of any variety, or not ready for sending out when the order
comes in, I debire the privilege of substituting something else.

Prepay al letters, and register or procure a Post Office order for amount sent.

BnTIMONS, in Variety. LANTANAS, in variety.
ÀGEWATuM. blue aid white. MAUANDYA, a beautiful vine.
AcHYRAT ilS, in Variety. MUSK.

-BEGOIAs, flow.ering. kinds. MossES, in variety.
ýEGON.IAS REx, beautiful varieties. Lx.ýiu ; or, Hunility.
CoLus (foliage in great variety.) MimuLus; or, tonkey Flowet.
C.Ç4., white lilly. NASTURT1OM, double and single.
« RÂBSSULAS, NOLASAs.

- airSANTHEMUMS, over 30 varieties. OXALIS, in variety.
G*aEÉARIA MATIMA (dusty miller.) OTUONNA.

* . ,~irs.PRIMULAS, Chinese and English.M
UPHEA, cigar plant. PAWSIES.

COBEA.SCANDENS. ?ILE2i; or, Artillery Plant (two sorts.)

FucasuAs.(double and single.) SAXIPRAGA; or, Strawberry Geraniur.
RFEVEREW ; or, Bridal Rose.

oRGET-E-NOT.TUe a fine climber.
GEUNIÛMS, in great variety, all colors iJEswmTI; or, wandering Jew (three

ad shades, double and single.
GER IANVY. VRBNAs, al colors.

LoTMOPES, in variety. VIO-TS.
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NSTUMason, Sedsma and rige

OEUTS in VaretyPETIRORAS, ChAieean. ngih
PASIS


